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The Capitol Symphonic Youth Orchestras (TCSYO) present:  
“Spring Breeze” concert—Sunday, June 14, 2015 

 

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA:  Experience the beauty and power of music as The Capitol 
Symphonic Youth Orchestras (TCSYO) presents “Spring Breeze” on Sunday, June 14, 2015 at 
2:00 P.M.  Led by Artistic Music Director and Principal Conductor Dr. Cheri Collins, the 

Washington, DC area’s top young musicians will perform a wide range of works: Tchaikovsky’s 
Symphony No. 4, Vivaldi’s Allegro in G, Mozart’s Amadeus, Elgar’s Nimrod from Enigma 

Variations and Sanseneon by contemporary composer Robert S. Frost.   
 
The concert takes place at the Rachel M. Schlesinger Concert Hall and Arts Center on the 

Alexandria Campus of Northern Virginia Community College, 3001 North Beauregard St.  Ticket 
prices are $15 for adults, $10 for seniors and $5 for students.  Come see why TCSYO has raised 

the bar for youth orchestras!  “The exponential success of The Capitol Symphonic Youth 
Orchestras stems from passion and originality” writes Northern Virginia magazine.    

 

                 
 
TCSYO is a Fairfax County based non-profit organization.  Its mission is to provide a creative 
environment where young musicians from Virginia, Maryland and the District come together to 
rehearse and perform.  Now in its fourth year, TCSYO offers young musicians an opportunity to 

take their skills to a higher level with the Symphonic and Chamber orchestras for the more 
advanced and the new Prelude orchestra for elementary-aged musicians. 

 
The renowned Dr. Collins, a specialist in training young musicians, brings energy, passion and 
international experience to TCSYO.  With her magnetic personality and inspirational approach, 

she brings out the best in her students.  “I’m inspired by these musicians every time we step 

onto the concert platform together,” says Dr. Collins.  “They’re so talented and committed.  

They take great works and make them come alive.”  
 

For further information contact: www.tcsyo.org  • 301-963-3750 • cynthia.weber@tcsyo.org 
TCSYO 3240 Fox Mill Road, Oakton, VA 22124 
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